Most of the works reviewed in 1916 dealt with either bird distributions or economic ornithology, mostly birds' diets or their impact on agriculture. But there were a few exceptions. E. H. Forbush (1916) , the State Ornithologist of Massachusetts, thoroughly analyzed the problem of domestic cats as killers of birds, concluding that they should be licensed and ''strictly'' confined to the owner's property, just as dogs were treated. The volume is of historical interest, given the great amount of data presented on a wide variety of topics concerned with cats and wildlife in general.
John B. Watson and Karl S. Lashley (1915) summarized their research on the homing behavior of Sooty Terns (Onychoprion fuscatus) and Brown Noddies (Anous stolidus) off the coast of Florida, on Bird Cay in the Tortugas. Starting in 1907, Watson removed 3 noddy and 2 sooty females from their nests and marked them by painting various parts of their bodies. A colleague took them on a boat from Key West to New York City and released them off the coast of Cape Hatteras, North Carolina. Both sooties and at least one noddy returned to the colony in about 5 days. Thinking that the birds probably just followed the coastline back to Florida, Watson began releasing birds at Mobile, Alabama, and Galveston, Texas, in 1910 Texas, in , 1912 Texas, in , and 1913 . A big problem was keeping the birds alive and heathy during transport, so the 1910 and 1912 releases were not very successful. Lashley joined the team and was much better at caring for the birds, so the 1913 results were much better. Also, they started putting hoods on the birds in transit so that they could not get any clues along the way. The major conclusion of this research was that terns were not using landmarks in homing back to their colony. So how did they do it? Watson believed that they were not going to discover any new sensory apparatus, so they had to deal with existing senses. He ruled out smell as a possibility and started some experiments to test the birds' visual capabilities, but he didn't think vision was important either. He concluded that experimental evidence was going to be necessary to solve this great ''mystery'' and speculated that it might be discovered that birds possess ''sensitive and tactual mechanisms that may assist them in reacting to slight differences in pressure, temperature, and humidity of air columns. '' Watson (1878 '' Watson ( -1958 would go on to be one of the leading psychologists of his time, championing the school of behaviorism. Lashley (1890 Lashley ( -1958 would continue his collaboration with Watson and is remembered for his research on the brain and memory. Neither apparently had any further interest in bird behavior.
Also in 1916, the AOU unveiled a pin (or badge, as it was subsequently called) that could be worn at the annual meeting or on other occasions. The pins were blue and gold enamel and cost 50 cents. They were offered for sale for at least the next two decades. When I gave my first talk at an AOU meeting in 1974, the moderator, George Lowery, was proudly wearing his AOU badge. 
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